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Abstract

Extending the phone set is one common approach for dealing
with phonetic confusions in spontaneous speech. We propose
using likelihood ratio test as a confidence measure for
automatic phone set extension to model phonetic confusions.
We first extend the standard phone set using dynamic
programming (DP) alignment to cover all possible phonetic
confusions in training data. Likelihood ratio test is then used
as a confidence measure to optimize the extended phonetic
units to represent the acoustic samples between two standard
phonetic units with high confusability. The optimum set of
extended phonetic units is combined with the standard phone
set to form a multiple pronunciation dictionary. The
effectiveness of this approach is evaluated on spontaneous
Mandarin telephony speech. It gives an encouraging 1.09%
absolute syllable error rate reduction. Using the extended
phone set provides a good balance between the demands of
high resolution acoustic model and the available training data.

1. Introduction

In current automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems, words
are always represented by the concatenation of small sub-word
units, for which acoustic models can be properly estimated. In
recent years, many phoneme-based and phone-based
representations have been applied successfully in ASR
systems, such as International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA),
Speech Assessment Methods Phonetic Alphabet (SAMPA),
standard Chinese initial/final units and SAMPA for Mandarin
Chinese (SAMPA-C) [1].

Using sub-word unit models provides a good balance
between recognition accuracy and training data availability. In
addition, the use of mixture distributions in the sub-word unit
models together with parameter estimation techniques have
been proven to be successful in read speech recognition tasks
[4]. However, when such sub-word unit models are applied to
spontaneous speech tasks, severe performance degradation
relative to read speech tasks is observed. Mixture distributions
in the unit models for read speech are able to capture the
acoustic variability within the defined units, the increased
acoustic variability in spontaneous speech means the mixture
distributions are not adequate for modeling such variability
within sub-word units.

Recently, researchers suggested extending the standard
phone set to tackle phonetic confusion problem in spontaneous
speech recognition task [1, 4, 5, 6]. However, challenges still
remain in these approaches. Increasing phone set by using
hand-defined symbols [5] is insufficient in identifying a lot of
phonetic confusions which cannot be differentiated
consistently by phoneticians. In other words, phoneticians
have low confidence with such extended units. Chi-square test
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proposed as a threshold on confidence measure for
ive extended SAMPA-C phones [1]. However, this
ach can only model the confusion within the phonetic
with short duration. A majority of phonetic confusions,
voiced stops vs. unvoiced stops and front-vowels vs.
vowels, are not considered. Meanwhile, some extended

A-C units do not have sufficient samples for robust
tic model training. The method of extending phone set
nerating acoustic sub-word unit (ASU) learned solely
training data always makes it difficult to define a
nciation dictionary [4]. Another approach of merely
triphone units [6] can only model phonetic confusions

d by contextual effects, but cannot model the inherent
tic confusions arising from the accent or other speech
s (e.g., the confusion between ‘z’ and ‘zh’, ‘n’ and ‘l’ in
arin speech).
n this paper, we propose using likelihood ratio test as a
ence measure for automatic phone set extension to

l phonetic confusions in spontaneous speech. Instead of
al derivation of phonetic unit inventory and data-driven
ation of ASU units, the extended phonetic units are based

standard phonetic unit inventory and are learned from
amples obtained through DP alignment between the
ical and alternate phone strings. To avoid data
ness problem and lexical confusion with the increased
tic set, likelihood ratio test is used as a confidence
re to optimize the extended phonetic units. We redefine
iginal phone set to include the standard phonetic units as
s the optimized extended phonetic units. With the help
ended phone units, we achieve a good balance between
mands of high resolution acoustic model and the amount
ilable training data.
he paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
tic confusions in spontaneous Mandarin speech. Section
ents the method of automatic phone set extension based
alignment. In Section 4, we show how to use likelihood

test as a confidence measure obtain an optimum set of
ed phonetic units. In Section 5, experimental results on
neous Mandarin telephony speech are discussed. We
de in Section 6.

2. Phonetic Confusion in Spontaneous
Mandarin Speech

graphically, Mandarin is quite different from European
ages [1, 3, 6]. Mandarin is a tonal and monosyllabic
age with around 1200 tonal syllables. Disregarding
l tones, there are 415 basic toneless syllables. The
ure of Chinese syllables is simple and only consists of

plus final or final alone. There are 21 initials and 37
in Mandarin speech. Initials and finals are the smallest
l pronunciation units in Mandarin speech, and are a little



different from phonemes and phones in western language. One
initial corresponds to one phoneme, one final may consist of
one or several phonemes. In the following sections of this
paper, the terms “phonetic unit” and “sub-word unit” refer to
initial/final units. Compared to finals, initials have a short
duration and more flexible pronunciations in spontaneous
speech, the phonetic confusion among initials is much heavier
than that in finals. Figure 1 shows the average phonetic
confusion probability of each standard initial/final in
spontaneous Mandarin speech. The confusion probability is
trained from data by counting the occurrence number of
misrecognized initials and finals with respect to their correct
initial/final units. It is shown that the highest phonetic
confusion of initials occurs in voiced stops, unvoiced stops
and nasals, such as ‘b’ to ‘d’, ‘t’ to ‘p’ and ‘m’ to ‘n’; for
finals it occurs in front-vowels and back-vowels, such as ‘ing’
to ‘in’ and ‘an’ to ‘ang’.
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Figure 1: The average confusion probability of standard
Chinese initials and finals

In order to investigate the characteristics of phonetic
confusion, we plot the confusion relationship between two
sub-word units as described in Fig.2. Suppose A is a sub-
word unit and B is its relevant confusing unit. Their acoustic
samples are AX and BX , respectively. It is shown that if the

acoustic sample locates in the crossed area, it can be assigned
to either ( )AXBP | or ( )BXAP | . In other words, this kind

of acoustic sample cannot be differentiated successfully by the
model A or B , phonetic confusion is occurred.

Significance level

( )AXAP |
( )BXBP |

( )AXBP |( )BXAP |

A

B

Figure 2: Confusion relationship between two sub-word units
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ur focus is on the characteristics of acoustic samples in
crossed area for phonetic confusion analysis. We
igate the characteristics of these samples with respect to
mples belonging to ( )AXAP | and ( )BXBP | . In Fig.3,

st calculate the global mean Aµ and Bµ for the acoustic

es of ( )AXAP | and ( )BXBP | , then plot the acoustic

ation of ( )AXBP | according to its relative distance to

nd Bµ in a normalized acoustic space. In this space, the

distance between Aµ and Bµ is normalized to 1.

In Fig.3, the x-axis and y-axis are Aµ and Bµ , the

inates of the points in this normalized acoustic space are
lative distance of acoustic samples of ( )AXBP | to Aµ

B . It is shown that the points representing the phonetic

sion of ( )AXBP | fall mostly within the area between

and (1,1). This suggests that the acoustic samples which
pected to be recognized as A but are mis-recognized as
e between the average realization of A and the average
ation of B . Neither A nor B can accurately represent
acoustic samples in the crossed area. Consequently, we
to extend the original standard phone set to represent the
tic samples belonging to ( )AXBP | and ( )BXAP | for

ling phonetic confusions.

3: Acoustic samples belonging to ( )AXBP | in a

lized acoustic space

Automatic Generation of a Set of Extended
Phonetic Units

rst start from the standard initial/final unit inventory, and
ate both the baseform and surface form representations in
of sub-word units for speech utterances in training data.
ifference between the baseform transcription and surface
transcription is that the former only includes the

ical pronunciation of words or syllables represented by
b-word concatenation, whereas the latter may include

ative pronunciations. For example, the baseform
entation of the Chinese word ‘��’ (Hong Kong) is ‘x
ang’; the surface form representation may be ‘x iang k
r ‘j iang k ang’ depending on different pronunciations.

procedure of generating the initial set of extended
tic units is illustrated as follows:
enerate baseform transcriptions. The baseform

ranscriptions can be obtained by looking up a canonical
ord-to-initial/final dictionary. When a word or character
as multiple pronunciations, the correct initial/final
oncatenation is selected by the transcriber.



(2) Generate surface form transcriptions. Since hand-labeled
phonetic labels are always insufficient for acoustic model
training, we use automatic phone recognition method
described in [3] to get the most likely phonetic sequence
which is regarded as the surface form transcriptions.

(3) Align baseform and surface form transcriptions. A DP
alignment tool with flexible local edit distance measure
[3] is used for baseform and surface form alignment.

(4) Obtain the initial inventory of extended phonetic units.
The generation of initial inventory of extended phonetic
units is based on the mapped baseform/surface form
phone pair. Through DP alignment, if the sub-word unit
in the baseform string mapped to another different sub-
word unit in the surface form string, we combine these
two units to form a phone pair as an extended phonetic
unit, such as �b_d�. The occurrence number of each
extended phonetic unit are accumulated.

Obviously, the size of the initial inventory of extended
phonetic units is very large (over 8000 in total), Most of these
units only occur once or twice in the training set. Conventional
methods use minimum count and minimum output relative
frequency criteria to filter these phonetic units with low
occurrence number [6]. This approach only focuses on the
current occurrence number of the extended phonetic units, but
not on the degree of phonetic confusion between two sub-word
units. The distribution of the confusable sub-word units is not
considered either. Consequently, some extended phonetic units
that represent important phonetic confusion are discarded if
their occurrence happens to be below a certain threshold. The
use of minimum count or minimum output frequency
thresholds results in unreliable phone units.

4. Optimization of the Set of Extended
Phonetic Units

4.1. Confidence measure based on likelihood ratio test

We propose using likelihood ratio test as a confidence measure
to evaluate the phonetic confusion and find an optimum set of
extended phonetic units. We use the usual maximum
likelihood estimates for p , 1p and 2p and write 1c , 2c and

12c for the number of occurrences of b , s and sb _ in the

training set, where b is the baseform unit (i.e., the excepted
sub-word unit in the baseform transcription), s is the surface
form unit (i.e., the mis-recognized sub-word unit in the surface
form transcription) and sb _ is the extended additional

phonetic unit. We have
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where N is the total number of the phonetic units in the
training data. The log of the likelihood ratio λ is then as
follows:

( ) ( )pcNccLpccL ,,log,,loglog 1122112 −−+=λ
( ) ( )211221112 ,,log,,log pcNccLpccL −−+− (2)

where ( ) knk xxxnkL −−= )1(,, is a binomial distribution. In

general, we use λlog2− instead of λ for practical use.
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estima
able 1 shows that likelihood ratio test is more
priate than minimum count and minimum output relative
ncy criteria in measuring the phonetic confusion
en two sub-word units when data is sparse. Likelihood
est considers the distribution of the confusable two sub-
units, and does not assume normally distributed

bilities. According to Eq.2, we can calculate the
ood ratio for each extended phonetic unit sb _ . Such

of Likelihood ratio test is then regarded as a confidence
re to evaluate the degree of phonetic confusion between

d s . The higher the likelihood ratio, the more confusable

d s are.
n Table 1, suppose we use minimum count criterion to
ize the extended phonetic units. The threshold is set to be
he extended phonetic unit ‘da_ta’ will be discarded due

less occurrence number. However, the likelihood ratio
ows that the phonetic confusion between ‘ba’ and ‘da’ is
higher than that of ‘da’ and ‘le’, ‘da’ and ‘lo’, although
two phonetic units have more occurrence numbers

ared to that of ‘da_ta’. According to likelihood ratios, we
‘da_ta’ rather than ‘da_le’ or ‘da_lo’. The low

rence number of ‘da_ta’ does not affect our calculation.
phonetic knowledge, we know that the confusion

en ‘da_ta’ is also higher than that of ‘da_le’ and ‘da_lo’,
ore validating our results.

λog 1c 2c 12c Baseform Surface
form

1.53 18823 3838 171 da ga
.51 18823 1490 23 da le
.31 18823 2374 22 da lo

7.50 18823 3066 29 da ma
.08 18823 20184 3 da me

.42 18823 5011 1 da mi
5.10 18823 20729 332 da ba
.25 18823 104 1 da nu
.55 18823 231 16 da ta
.64 18823 691 14 da pa

1: Likelihood ratios and occurrence numbers for the
ed phonetic units “ba_*”

coustic model generation

hole phonetic unit set now includes both the original
rd initial/final units and the selective extended phonetic
Accordingly, the original transcription in terms of

rd initial/final units for acoustic model training needs to
dified. If a sub-word unit in the baseform transcription

n alternate different sub-word unit in the surface form
ription, and this sub-word unit pair can be found in the
tory of extended phonetic units, the unit in the baseform
ription is replaced by the extended phonetic unit. The
parameters of extended phonetic units can be cloned

he relevant baseform models, which is

( ) ( )sbb _Φ′→Φ , ( ) ( )sbsb __ Φ→Φ′ (3)

Φ′ is the starting HMM model set and Φ is the re-
ted HMM model set. HMM model ( )sb _Φ is re-



estimated using the Baum-Welch (BW) algorithm with the
modified transcription

5. Recognition Experiments

A Mandarin telephony speech database was employed in the
experiments. All speech data were sampled with 8 kHz and 8
bit rate. We selected 10,000 utterances from 100 speakers
utterances with around 15 hours speech for acoustic model
training. The test set consisted of 20 different speakers
utterances with around 2.5 hours. HTK toolkit was used to
train the context-dependent (CD) initials and context-
independent (CI) finals acoustic model. The total number of
CD-initial and CI-final was 139. The HMM topology was
three-states, left-to-right without skips, each state had 10
Gaussians. In addition, 415 standard toneless Chinese syllable
were used in the experiments. The acoustic features were

MFCC13 , MFCC∆13 and MFCC∆∆13 . The total number
of phonetic units in the training data was 1,419,234. We used
both the syllable error rate (SER) and initial/final error rate
(IFER) reduction to measure the improvement from modeling
the phonetic confusions. The experimental results are
illustrated in Fig.4. The baseline SER and IFER are 45.12%
and 40.06%, respectively.

Using DP alignment described in Step 3 of Section 3, we
generated a set of 8091 extended phonetic units. We first
applied the minimum count and minimum output relative
frequency criteria to optimize the extended phonetic units. The
thresholds were set to be 20 and 5%, respectively. Using the
selected extended phonetic units resulted in a reweighted and
augmented dictionary with multiple pronunciations to
represent phonetic confusions. The dash lines for SER1 and
IFER1 in Fig.4 refer to the corresponding recognition results.
It shows that both IEFER and SER vary according to
introduced extended phonetic units. There is no significant
improvement in SER reduction. After we carefully selected the
extended phonetic units at 56, the lowest SER 44.77% is
achieved, which gives a slight 0.35% SER reduction compared
to the baseline.

We then used likelihood ratio test as a confidence
measure to optimize the 8091 extended phonetic units. The
solid lines for SER2 and IFER2 in Fig.4 refer to the
corresponding recognition results. It shows that the lowest
SER 44.03% is achieved when 68 extended phonetic units are
introduced in the multiple pronunciation dictionary. It
provides an encouraging 1.09% absolute SER reduction
compared to the baseline, and an additional 0.74% absolute
SER reduction with respect to the best performance of using
extended phonetic units selected by conventional methods. In
general, using the proposed method selects different extended
phonetic units that can be more efficiently used in modeling
phonetic confusions for spontaneous speech.

In addition, one interesting result in Fig.4 is that the
lower IFER dos not always lead to lower SER. This result is in
contrary to the results shown in [1]. In an extreme case,
introducing more extended phonetic units leads to the
degradation of recognition performance. We believe that the
inability of transferring the lower IEFER to lower SER is
caused by the low robustness of extended phonetic unit
acoustic model and lexical confusion. Due to the limited
training samples of some extended phonetic units, such
acoustic model lacks the ability to capture the rich variations
in spontaneous speech. Introducing more extended phonetic
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to the dictionary with the expectation to model more
tic confusions also introduces more lexical confusion

decoding. There is a balance between the extended
tic units introduced and resultant SER reduction.

4: SER and IFER with different amount of optimized
ed phonetic units

6. Conclusion

ave described an approach of using likelihood ratio test
onfidence measure for automatic phone set extension to
l phonetic confusions in spontaneous speech. We first
ated an initial set of extended phonetic units through DP

ent to model all possible phonetic confusions in the
g data. We then used likelihood ratio test as a
ence measure to obtain an optimum set of extended
tic units. The optimized phonetic units were used to
ish a reweighted and augmented dictionary with multiple
nciations to represent phonetic confusions. It has been

that this new phonetic unit set provides a good balance
en the demands of high resolution of acoustic model and
ount of available training data. It gives an encouraging

absolute SER reduction for spontaneous Mandarin
ony speech recognition. Our method is applied to
neous Mandarin speech but can be easily extended to

languages.
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